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ABSTRACT

To ship 1500 spent fuel elements over more than 30 years to different reprocessing
or storage sites a large amount of experiences has been got. The most important
partners for these activities have been US organizations. The development of the US
policy for the receipt of foreign spent fuel elements of US origin is being described
briefly. The experience being made and lessons learned with the on May 13, 1996,
renewed receipt program is being described in detail including US organizations,
shipment and formal steps.

1. Introduction

The GKSS research center is operating the 5 MW research reactor FRG-1 for more than 40
years within the last years with more than 240 full power days. For around 30 years the 15 MW
research reactor FRG-2 has been in operation and used for materials testing for power reactors.
Over the years for the two reactors around 1500 fuel elements have been used with enrichments
of 20 %, 90 %, 93 % and now again 20 %. The fuel has been always of US origin and the
spent fuel elements have been shipped to

l.US-AEC1 Savannah River USA
2. Eurochemic Mol Belgium
3. Cogema Marcoule France
4. US-ERDA2 Savannah River USA
5. US-DOE3 Idaho Falls USA
6. US-DOE Savannah River USA
7. UKAEA4 Dounreay United Kingdom
8. US-DOE Savannah River USA

In case 1 - 7 the fuel has been reprocessed and a U credit or the reprocessed U has been made
available to GKSS. In case 1 - 6 no waste has been returned. The present report describes the
final phase of step 6 and the experiences with step 8 being made so far.

2. Historical background

The receipt of spent research reactor fuel of US origin has been a reliable policy since the
1960tieth and regularly amended in 5 years intervals. The last of these periodically amendments
has been made in a Federal Register Note dated November 9, 1982, and expired December 31,
1987. At that time the DOE has been aware that the US-NEPA5 of 1969 demands, that at least

1 AEC = Atomic Energy Commission
2 ERDA = Energy Research and Development Agency
3 DOE = Department of Energy
4 AEA = Atomic Energy Authority
5 NEPA = National Environmental Policy Act **n



an EA = environmental assessment but probably an EIS6 is being necessary to allow the further
receipt of (foreign! and not domestic?) spent fuel. For this reason an amendment to the above
mentioned Fed. Reg. Note was published on December 30, 1987, to allow the receipt for a pe-
riod of only 1 year. Within this year the NEPA process should be completed including an EIS
with public hearings, comments etc. and at the end (December 31, 1988!) a new Fed. Reg. note
for the receipt was intended to be published for a 10 years period.

But the December 31,1998 approaches, reached and was gone but no EIS and no NEPA proc-
ess was in place. After increasing external pressure a very simple EIS was published, which has
been pushed down by public comments as it has been completely insufficient. Due to this situa-
tion all activities within the DOE for renewing the receipt program have been slowed down close
to zero.

Within the early 90tieth a group of operators, which have been excellently supported by the
IAEA7 and Euratom8 was formed and organized by Edlow International and Egan & Associ-
ates, which are located at Washington, DC. Due to the ongoing pressure of this group the US
administration (DOE, DOS9, ACDA10, NRC11, ANS12) became aware, that there is a hugh
problem, which will seriously influence all RERTR13 activities and therefore has negative im-
pacts on the world wide intention to reduce the proliferation risk. Therefore in 1993 an urgent
receipt program has been placed, which could be used by a few operators (not GKSS14). This
urgent receipt program was followed
- in April 1995 by a very complete draft EIS, followed by hearings and comments in 1995
- in February 1996 by the final EIS
- in May 13, 1996 by the ROD15.

The main decisions published in the ROD are the following:

Spent Triga- and MTR-type fuel elements with U of US origin can be returned to US under the
following conditions

- the reactor must be operated with LEU or

- the reactor must start a conversion process from HEU to LEU if it can be converted with the
available qualified U density (4.8 g U/cc as U3Si2)

- if the reactor cannot be converted with the present qualified U density the operator has to sign
an agreement, that the reactor will be converted when this density is being available

- the spent fuel must be out of the reactor before May 13,2006

- the spent fuel must be returned to the US before May 13, 2009

- operators from low income countries have to pay nothing for shipment and receipt

- operators from other countries have to pay for shipment, licenses and in addition for the re-
ceipt 4,500 US $/kg (U + Al) in the case of HEU and 3.750 US $/kg (U + Al) in the case of
LEU.

6 EIS = Environmental Impact Statement
7 IAEA = International Atomic Energy Agency
8 Euratom = Euratom Supply Agency, Brussels
9 DOS = Department of States
10 ACDA = Arms Control and Disarmamend Agency
11 NRC = Nuclear Reactor Commission
12 ANS = American Nuclear Society
13 RERTR = Reduced Enrichment for Research and Test Reactors
14 GKSS = GKSS-research center Geesthacht GmbH
15 ROD = Record of Decision
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- the spent fuel elements will be stored and than go to direct disposal. Therefore no U credit is
available and no waste will be returned.

Other decisions have been made within the ROD, which are of minor importance: e.g. port of
entry, using trains, max. number of casks per shipment, MTR fuel to be shipped to SRS16 and
TrigafueltoINEL17.

GKSS has shipped in 1996 and 1997 under the EIS and ROD very successfully 159 spent fuel
elements to SRS and is planning a next shipment in the year 2000. The present contract of
GKSS with US-DOE on the shipment of spent fuel is expiring at the same dates given in the
ROD. In the following a description of our experiences in shipment of these spent fuel elements
to SRS is being given.

3. Shipment of spent fuel to the US

The shipment of spent fuel needs a large number of different steps, which can be made some-
times in parallel or step by step one after the other. GKSS shipped in 3 shipments in 1996,
1997 in five GNS-11 casks a total number of 159 spent fuel elements to US-SRS.

In the following the main steps are being described.

3.1 DOE headquarters and DOE-SRS

- Contract negotiations started in May 1996 and contract signed early July 1996 and now ex-
tended to the acceptance dates fixed in the ROD

- Very detailed so called appendix A (appendix as part of the contracts) have to be filled in,
sent to SRS, carefully checked by SRS and have to be finally agreed for all spent fuel ele-
ments by SRS

- Fixing shipping dates and postponing them shortly for different reasons (political and techni-
cal)

- Import clearance within the US. This is necessary for getting an export license in Germany

- Inspection by SRS experts of spent fuel elements, cask loading and water activity (Cs137)
measurements to assure, that all fuel elements are intact. Special care must be taken for defect
fuel elements. This is presently under ongoing discussions.

- Just in time: DOE authorizes a few hours before the casks leaving the reactor site the ship-
ment. Only with this separately authorization (after contract signed, appendix A approved,
shipment date fixed) the operator is being allowed to ship. A last political action.

- Sending cooled pool water samples before shipment to SRS to perform micro-biological
analysis. No results given so far.

- Euratom seals identification numbers and all other shipment details (cask loading patterns,
contamination control records) have to be faxed in advance to SRS

- 24 h phone contact has to be assured

All discussions and inspections have been made in an open atmosphere where
both sides learned to understand each other and tried successfully to do its best
to have the shipments going. An excellent cooperation can be gratefully ac-
knowledged. It is a pleasure to see experienced people working together with

16 SRS = Savannah River Site
17 ESEL = Idaho National Engineering Laboratoy 115



success in such a technical and political very difficult area which is carefully
viewed by the public. My thanks are going to all colleagues and organizations
working within the US to have the shipments going like DOE headquarters,
DOE-SRS, SAIC18, Westinghouse.

3.2 Euratom

The contract has to be signed by the Euratom supply agency and the shipment has to be notified
in advance and the cask being sealed by the Euratom control agency.

There is a long experience and therefore no problems occurred.

3.3 Formal steps

- It is a demand from the Paris convention to have a document signed by the reactor owner and
their licensing authorities, that the reactor is licensed from which the fuel is intended to be
shipped (highly bureaucratic and not understandable)

- Nuclear liability coverage
In case of GKSS this coverage is taken over (cost free) by the federal government and the 4
states funding GKSS. Not an easy coordination effort.

- Export license
Approx. 4 weeks in advance it is necessary to apply for this license with specific details on
the fission material. This license demands notification at least 14 d prior to shipment.

- The licensing authority for the research reactor has to be notified at least 5 d prior to ship-
ment. The authority is inspecting the loading and contamination control records.

- Customs certificate is needed on the export license just prior to shipment.

In principle the formal steps are standard steps and should be performed on a
routinely basis without major surprises. But nevertheless the procedure for
getting the export license and especially the activities of the licensing authority
are good for some surprises, which may result in a series of activities and ad-
ditional new paper work. But within a fruitful atmosphere the problems could
be solved in time.

3.4 Transportation

As the maximum crane load is being limited to 16 tons at the FRG-1 facility the only acceptable
cask is the GNS-11 (GNS-16 in the future, too). For the shipment it is necessary to

- sign a contract with the cask owner

- sign a contract for shipment the cask for the whole route and all transportation systems like:
trucks in Europe, rail in France, special selected ships meeting IMCOi9rules, rail in the US)

- sign a contract for the way back

- handle over the operation manuals, inspection manuals, cask license, cask inspection rec-
ords, lifting equipment license, lifting equipment inspection records to the reactor operator

- assure the validity of cask license in all countries on the trip (at least Germany and US, but
may be include France and UK, too)

18 SAIC = Science Applications International Corporation
19IMCO = International Maritim Corporation
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- to have the actual transportation license in time. All German states on the fixed route must be
informed 72 hours in advance

- good transportation planning is necessary as the shipment to the US is expensive and casks
from different reactor sites located in different countries (a ROD amendment increases the
allowed number from original 8 casks now to 16 casks per ship) should be on the same ship
to reduce costs significantly. National specialties have to be taken into account e.g. in France
no overnight (10 pm to 6 pm) transport, no cask loading at Valognes at weekends etc.

As there is a good, big business the transport companies like NCS20, GNS21,
TNP22, Edlow International are giving good service on a convincing profes-
sional basis. But there have been and will be extremely significant difficulties
in getting cask validation, re-validation in all involved countries in time.
Sometimes this is not only close to a nightmare and the reasons for these diffi-
culties are not understandable. For future shipments of spent fuel from Ger-
many to the US a significant increase of the inspection activities performed by
the local licensing authority of the research reactor can be assumed. This is
resulting from the problems with contamination at loaded and unloaded casks
and trucks during power reactor spent fuel shipments where the limits have
been exceeded by decades. Even as there have been no comparable (in the case
of GKSS none) contamination found during research reactor spent fuel ship-
ment it is assumed, that the amount of the inspection and paper activities will
increase significantly (e.g. 100 % contamination control), too.

Summary

After having shipped over decades without any difficulties on a routinely basis spent fuel ele-
ments from the FRG-1 and FRG-2 research reactors to the US sites at SRS and INEL a com-
pletely stop occurred at January 1,1989 mainly for NEPA reasons. After renewing its policy on
the receipt of spent fuel from foreign research reactors the US is now accepting fuel of US ori-
gin up to May 13, 2009. New contracts signed in 1996 and shipments of 159 fuel elements in
1996 and 1997 have been made on a renewed routinely basis with good and highly appreciated
cooperation with all involved partners within the US and the transport companies. Increasing
difficulties are found in getting necessary licenses, cask validations and re-validations in time
and to be able to follow all new demands on contamination records. All informations presented
in addition at international conferences so far are clearly demonstrating, that the US departments
and agencies are staying on the way and making all necessary efforts to make this program a
very successful one. This is highly appreciated and it is the only chance to have the RERTR
program a successful program in reducing the proliferation risk significantly coming from the
operation of research reactors.

20 NCS = Nuclear Cargo & Services
21 GNS = GesellschaftfflrNuklear Service mbH
22 TNP = Transnucleaire Paris **-,


